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NEW DRILLING 
MUD ADDITIVE A
DOWNHOLE DRILLING
GAME-CHANGER −
INTERNATIONALLY
Houston, Texas and Orange County,
California (USA)-based ProOne, a^er
surpassing 600 wells in operator usage 
of its highly innovative drilling mud
additive, XPL+ (xtreme pressure
lubricant), has expanded sales
operations from North America
(exclusively distributed by Distribution
NOW) to the global oilfield market due to
high demand by customers domestically.

This downhole lubrication’s field-proven
success is redefining how wide-ranging
drilling challenges, which had no
satisfactory solutions previously, are 
now being conquered. Designed to reduce
the most extreme heat and friction, the
lubricant’s film strength is 50 times 
that of conventional lubricants. Equally
important, with a strong ionic (+) charge 
it bonds to metal under the most adverse
downhole conditions and actually
migrates toward (instead of away from)
exceptionally high heat/pressure.

“From the day that this technology was
first used downhole, even those operators
who were only ‘willing to give it a try’ 
were astonished by the results,” says Don
Barnes, ProOne executive vice president.
“That’s because the list of drilling
challenges it solves is so long and the cost
savings are so high per well, up to $1million
by helping free stuck pipe, minimising
twist-oh risk or finishing a well.”

In broad perspective, major benefits of 
this innovative additive include extending
equipment life by substantial wear
reduction and lowering maintenance 
costs by optimising drilling equipment’s
eiciency, preventing costly corrosion by
displacing moisture and playing a key role
in preventing expensive downtime. With 
its greater lubricity and unprecedented
70% friction reduction, it enhances the
durability of the mud equipment and 
the drill bit itself.

“At drill sites, the most dramatic reactions
have come from operators seeing how XPL+
changes the entire drilling equation, from
spud to TD,” says Mark Holland, ProOne’s
vice president sales, North America. “Field-
proven examples are everywhere, including
a major operator in Texas realising a gross
savings of $300,000 through reduced
torque, increased ROP, reduced drill curve
time, using fewer drill bits and eliminating
excess trip outs. In this case, savings on 
the unnecessary trip outs alone totaled
$120,000.”

Field reports show how other operators
have built on that driller’s successful
experience with XPL+ to now include sliding
liner and setting casing faster, achieving 
a straighter vertical with less corkscrewing,
greatly reducing hook load, and
maintaining weight on bit (WOB) while
reducing torque up to 50%. On the 600
wells, this new lubricant technology has
also solved the challenge of spiraled holes,
top drive overheating, deviated wells,
chopped holes and doglegs.

Beyond unique downhole performance,
ProOne’s lubricant technology addresses
one other timely issue, the environment, 
by ensuring that this bio-stable downhole
drilling treatment is completely
biodegradable while being 100% non-toxic
when utilised ohshore. 

Concludes ProOne’s Barnes: “When reports
started coming in from operators that they
had never seen a downhole drilling solution
like this before, we knew it was real game-
changer for any drill site worldwide.”

BG Group (LSE: BG.L) recently announced the start-up of the
Cidade de Ilhabela floating production, storage and o]oading
(FPSO) vessel. 

This is the second unit deployed on the Sapinhoá field and the
fikh FPSO to have come onstream across the interests in which
BG Group is partner in the pre-salt Santos Basin, ohshore Brazil.

The Cidade de Ilhabela has capacity to process 150,000 barrels of
oil per day and 212 million standard cubic feet per day of natural
gas. Together with the Cidade de São Paulo, BG Group’s net
capacity from Sapinhoá will be 81,000 barrels of oil per day. 

The Cidade de São Paulo, which started producing in January
2013, is now at plateau production.

The oil produced from Sapinhoá is high quality and of medium
density (29° API). Gas not used for reinjection will be transferred
to shore through the Santos Basin pipeline system.

BG Group has a 30% interest in the Sapinhoá field which sits
within Block BM-S-9 (Petróleo Brasileiro S.A., operator, 45% and
Repsol Sinopec Brasil 25%). BG Group also has a 25% interest 
in Block BM-S-11 (Petróleo Brasileiro S.A., operator, 65% and
Petrogal Brasil 10%).

BG GROUP BRINGS NEW PRODUCTION ONSTREAM IN BRAZIL
Fi^h FPSO starts-up Deep Casing Tools is pleased to announce the signing of a frame agreement with Statoil Petroleum AS. 

The contract covers the supply of Deep Casing Tools’ revolutionary drillable casing and liner reamer technology, including its high
speed, drillable reaming system, the Turbocaser™ Express, already deployed by Statoil. The agreement applies to the Norwegian
Continental Shelf and has a contract life of two years with three option periods of two years each.

Deep Casing Tools CEO, Lance Davis, said: “This very significant multi-year agreement cements the foundation of our Norwegian 
and North Sea business as we continue to build our track record.

“The opportunity in Norway, as in other arenas, is to provide solutions to some key industry drivers: risk reduction when running
tubulars to total depth, reducing flat time and trouble zone costs, and improving well bore conditions for cement placement 
and integrity.

“In answer to growing industry demand, we have now supplied more than 200 tools globally.”

DEEP CASING TOOLS AWARDED STATOIL FRAME AGREEMENT

SECORP REACHES
NORTHERN PERMIAN
BASIN WITH NEW
DISTRICT OFFICE 
Secorp Industries, a leading provider of
safety services and equipment for the 
oil and gas industry, has announced 
the opening of its new district o\ce 
in Hobbs, New Mexico.

The new location will oher a complete
range of safety services including H2S

safety, gas detection and respiratory
protection equipment, confined space and
high angle rescue equipment and services,
fall protection, emergency shower trailers,
cooling trailers and variety of safety
training seminars.

This facility’s location allows Secorp to
provide rapid response times to clients in
the Northern Permian Basin region while
enhancing opportunities for employee
growth and advancement.

Tye Rorie will serve as district supervisor
and will be responsible for daily operations

within the oice. As area manager, Cris
Barber will oversee the company’s activity
within the region. 

“This district oice provides Secorp 
an excellent opportunity to reach the
Northern Permian Basin in a more 
eicient and ehective way, while ohering
our experience and unsurpassed safety
services,” said John “Bo” Hall, Secorp vice
president of operations. “As a global 
leader in the safety industry, we are 
eager to provide our expertise and
outstanding customer service to 
new and existing clients.”

BLUE WATER SHIPPING TRANSPORTS 
FPSO SPARE PARTS TO BRAZIL
SBM O[shore has chosen Blue Water Shipping to handle 
the transportation and freight forwarding of spare parts 
for new projects and FPSO Cidade de Ilhabela in production.

For a number of years, Blue Water Shipping has handled all
logistics for SBM Ohshore’s new projects – a world-leader in
floating production and mooring systems − in connection with
the construction of several FPSOs such as “Cidade de Paraty” 
and “Cidade de Ilhabela”. Now, Blue Water has signed a new
contract including transport of spare parts and equipment for
FPSO “Cidade de Ilhabela” during the future production phase. 
The majority of the cargo will be transported by ocean, moving
mainly from the UK and USA.

“We are pleased to continue our good cooperation with SBM
Ohshore on these exciting projects. Together, we have developed 
our relationship and our competences for handling complex projects
like these. We believe that our knowledge about SBM Ohshore and
their needs in combination with our global set-up is the key to
continuing our partnership to the benefit of both companies”, 
says Leonardo Lima, general manager in Blue Water Rio.

Right now, Blue Water is also handling the logistics in connection
with the construction of “Cidade de Maricá” and “Cidade de
Saquarema”. 

In July, Blue Water was also awarded transports in connection
with the demobilisation of the FPSO “Brazil” which includes
transporting the parts to all corners of the world. These
shipments are handled in close cooperation between 
Blue Water’s oices in Rio de Janeiro and Amsterdam.

We are pleased to continue our good
cooperation with SBM ODshore on these
exciting projects. Together, we have developed
our relationship and our competences for
handling complex projects like these.
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